Facts:

**Project:** Cargo Main Terminal – Dubai Airports, U.A.E

**Client:** Dubai Airports

**Products:** Spiderline II – 550 Mtrs, Walkway – 1 Km

**Overview:** Dubai International Airport is an international airport serving Dubai. It is a major airline hub in the Middle East, and is the main airport of Dubai. The airport is operated by the Dubai Airports Company and is the home base of Dubai's international airlines, Emirates, Fly Dubai, and Emirates Sky Cargo; the Emirates hub is the largest airline hub in the Middle East. Dubai Airport is the 3rd busiest airport in the world by international passenger traffic. In addition to being an important passenger traffic hub, the airport was the 6th busiest cargo airport in the world, handling 2.27 million tonnes of cargo in 2012.

**Situation:** As part of the safety initiative to develop a safe working conditions and environment for their employees. They identified a risky work situation on the roof of the Cargo Main Terminal which had a risk of fall under category 3. Their maintenance workers who clean the drainage gutters which is by the edge of the building has a risk to fall to death. They were also having difficulty walking on the roof and needed a solution for the same.

**Solution:** ALLSAFE provided a total solution fall protection solution and walkway solution. We provided them with a horizontal lifeline (SPIDERLINE II – 550 Mtrs) and 1 Km of Walkways fixed on the roof. The worker will wear our HA046 Harness and then connect it to the horizontal lifeline ensuring his safety from a fall and the walkways to provide safe and comfortable path to walk over the roof.